Better data and analysis for gender equality

Conclusions of the 7th Global Forum on Gender Statistics
Main pillars and the cross-cutting theme

Multi-stakeholder partnerships

Data communication

Innovative methods and emerging gender issues
Data communication

- Earn trust
- Bridging the gap between producers and users
- Resource mobilization
- Comparative advantages of gender data producers

Partnerships
## Innovative methods and emerging gender issues

### 1. New conceptual frameworks
- 19th ICLS – new classification of the status in employment
- Gender and the environment including disaster-related statistical framework

### 2. New emerging gender issues
- Sexual orientation and gender identity
- Gender and migration

### 3. Innovative methods
- User-centric business model: expanding efforts on the pre-data collection stage
- Integrating different sources of data (traditional data, big data, geospatial information)
- Modernizing with the latest technologies (e.g. electronic data collection, machine learning, voice recognition)
- From the household to the individual level (EDGE, IDM)
- From proxy data to self-reported data (SOGI, VAW, EDGE)
- Rigorous testing; continuous refinement; basket of options;
- Capacity building: broader partnership; intensive; roster of experts
Hoping to see you in 2020 again!